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Introducing the Alpha Real Capital family of companies (‘Alpha’) …

Headquartered in London, Alpha Real Capital was founded in 2005 as an international, 
co-investing, investment management and wealth management solutions business:

- Alpha Real Capital LLP sits at the heart of the Alpha Real Capital family of companies 
(‘Alpha’), which benefit from materially common ultimate beneficial ownership 

A 170+ professional team operates across the UK, Europe and Asia, focusing on 4 core 
areas: i) real estate investment management; ii) long income and index-linked income; iii) 
infrastructure, social impact and renewable energy; and iv) wealth management solutions

The ‘Alpha way’ is to identify specialist teams with expertise in areas of strategic focus 
and interest and to support these teams to deliver best-in-class investor solutions:

- Alpha teams benefit from centralised resources, including: financial; operational; compliance; 
research; marketing; business development and capital-raising

… and from Alpha’s fundamental interest to ‘do the right things’ 

The ‘Alpha DNA’ is evident across the Alpha range of funds, products and services:

- Alpha aims to offer attractive risk / return profile investments for investors, with exemplary 
support and service for business partners, professional advisers and investors

Alpha engages with institutional investors, professional investors (including family 
offices, UHNW and HNW private investors) and professionally advised retail investors:

- on the retail side, Alpha operates through TIME Investments and Tempo Structured Products

-----------------------

KEY ALPHA
STATISTICS:
(as at 31 Mar 2022)

-----------------------

£4.5bn
AUM

170+
Professional team

4
Core areas

-----------------------
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Doing the right things: our approach and aims …

Integrity …
‘‘Integrity is about having principles and doing the right things.

It is about being honest, being incorruptible and doing the right things.
It is about doing the right things, even when no one is watching’’

Our approach …
Our approach to ‘redefining structured products’

for professional advisers and their clients is focused 
on ‘doing the right things - and doing simple well’

Our aim ...
Our aim is to ‘do the right things’,

for the right reasons,
for the right outcomes
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 Tempo Structured Products (‘Tempo’) is part of the Alpha Real Capital family of companies (‘Alpha’):
- Alpha Real Capital LLP sits at the heart of the Alpha Real Capital family of companies, which benefit from 

materially common ultimate beneficial ownership
- Alpha is conservatively managed, financially strong and operationally robust
- Alpha AUM is c.£4.5 billion (as of 31 Mar 2022)

 Tempo was established over the course of 2016-2018, by a highly experienced team, with substantial 
investment of time, resources and capital by Alpha:
- our aim is to ‘redefine structured products and structured deposits’ for professional advisers and their clients, 

focusing on ‘doing the right things - and doing simple well’
- we have tried to think through, establish and support a more rigorous, tighter, better - and safer - approach 

to structured products and structured deposits
- this includes: a client-centric, best practice approach to governance and compliance, putting investors first; a 

bar-raising level and calibre of collateral materials, input and support for professional advisers; and a 
commitment to ‘deliberately defensive’ products

- our aim is to present a high calibre structured product provider, a carefully considered approach to structured 
products and structured deposits and a level of support and service which professional advisers and their 
clients can be genuinely confident in

- our entire emphasis is on working closely with professional advisers to advance and enhance the value that 
can be gained from client-centric, best practice use of structured products and structured deposits
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 Stock market dynamics (such as the level of the stock market and prevailing volatility) and other 
factors (such as expectations for the level of interest rates and the credit risk of the issuer / 
counterparty bank) affect structured product pricing / terms:
- for example, a falling stock market and increasing volatility can improve structured product pricing and the 

terms / potential returns of certain types of product (including many types of capital at risk products)
- conversely, a rising stock market and decreasing volatility can tighten structured product pricing and the 

terms / potential returns of certain types of products
- a rising stock market and decreasing volatility sometimes make it challenging for plan managers to arrange 

further assets for their plans throughout the offer periods - which can result in early closure of offer periods

 As part of our aim of ‘doing the right things - and doing simple well’, our plans benefit from our 
unique Tempo pledge: ‘Stated terms or better’:
- while we can't do much when stock markets rises and other factors impact and tighten structured product 

pricing, our plans benefit from the unique Tempo pledge: 'Stated terms or better’
- as opposed to having to close offer periods early, our pledge allows us to increase the terms of our plans 

above the terms stated in plan brochures, if stock market falls and other factors during an offer period mean 
that we can do so

- the potential returns of our plans will always be at least the returns detailed in the plan brochures - but 
under our pledge they may be better: the final terms are confirmed following the start date
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 As part of our aim of ‘doing the right things - and doing simple well’, our plans benefit from our unique 
Tempo pledge: ‘Stated terms or better’:
- our pledge allows us to improve the terms of our plans above the terms stated in plan brochures, if the stock 

market and other factors during the offer period mean that we can do so

 Stock market volatility in February and March 2020, following the outbreak of Covid-19, presented the 
fastest bear market in history - followed by the fastest recovery - providing an obvious opportunity to 
demonstrate the value of the ‘Stated terms or better’ pledge in action (in Issue 12 of our product suite):
- example 1: Long Kick-Out Plan, Option 3 (‘LKO3’): we increased the potential coupon from 13.1% p.a., 

stated in the plan brochure, to 20.4% p.a.:
… notably, Issue 12 LKO3 kicked-out and matured at the 3rd anniversary, delivering 20.4% p.a. / 61.2%

- example 2: Long Growth Accelerator Plan, Option 2 (‘LGA2’ now called the Long Growth & Kick-Out 
Plan ‘LGKO’): we increased the potential return at the 5th anniversary from 107.5%, stated in the plan 
brochure, to 175% (equivalent to 35% p.a.). This would nearly triple capital, i.e., £100,000 invested would 
become £275,000 (including capital). If the FTSE 100 EWFD does not close at or above 110% of the start level 
on the 5th anniversary, we also increased the potential return at the 10th anniversary, from 6x the amount by 
which the FTSE 100 EWFD closes above 90% of the start level, with a maximum return of 180%, if the index is 
20% higher than the start level, stated in the plan brochure, to 10x and a maximum return of 300% (equivalent 
to 30% p.a.). This would quadruple capital, i.e., £100,000 invested would become £400,000 (including capital).

- independent research provider FVC hypothetically revised their Structured Edge assessment scores for these 
plans / options, using the final / better terms: the final / better terms would have scored a near perfect 10 out of 
10 (9.62 for LKO3 and 9.97 for LGA2), highlighting the value of the pledge and these plans / options.

3

Our unique Tempo pledge: ‘Stated terms or better’ …
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Issue 12, LKO3 and LGA2: A reminder of the original terms …
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Issue 12, LKO3 and LGA2: Confirmation of better terms …
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Tempo LGKO Plan delivers … Tempo has revealed exceptional structured product performance in 
the 12 months following the COVID-19 low of 2020. Tempo’s Long Growth & Kick-Out Plan, which is 
the only plan of its type in the market, combining a kick-out strategy with a defensive super tracker, 

in a ‘2 strategies in 1 plan’, has almost doubled investments, after just 12 months, with a current 
plan value of 92% - which compares to the FTSE 100 rising by just 18% over the same period. 

Furthermore, the plan is on track to deliver a 175% defined return at the 5th anniversary, equivalent 
to 35% p.a., or 300% at the 10th anniversary. The plan benefitted from Tempo's unique 'Stated 

terms or better' pledge, through which Tempo may improve the terms of its plans over and above 
what is stated in the plan brochures. Investors in this plan expected to receive 107.5% at the 5th 
anniversary (which was still an excellent return), but Tempo increased this to the higher figure of 
175% (with the maximum return at the 10th anniversary also increased, from 180% to 300%). In 

challenging and potentially lower returns environments, the ability of structured products such as the 
Tempo Long Growth & Kick-Out Plan to generate viable returns, without requiring the market to rise, 

in ways that active and passive funds cannot, can add significant value in investor portfolios.

In the words of ILP Moneyfacts …
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 Investment Life & Pensions Moneyfacts is the leading source of personal finance data, covering all the 
life, pension and investment products available in the UK and used throughout the financial industry, 
by professional advisers, with its commentary regularly appearing in the national press and media:
- the June 2021 publication of ILP Moneyfacts included an article highlighting the performance of Issue 12 of 

the Tempo LGKO Plan, comparing its performance to the FTSE 100 and the FTSE 100 EWFD …

- Lee Tilcock, Editor, ILP Moneyfacts



Swift recognition for our approach …

 Our entire emphasis is on working closely with professional advisers to advance and enhance the value 
that can be gained from client-centric, best practice use of best of breed structured products / deposits:
- we launched our ‘deliberately defensive’ product suite in May 2018
- in 2019, we picked up our first industry awards: ‘Highly Commended: Best Structured Products Provider’ 

and ‘Winner: Best Structured Products Service’ at the ILP Moneyfacts Awards
- the recognition continued in 2020, when we were: ‘Highly Commended: Best Structured Products 

Provider’ and ‘Commended: Best Structured Products Service’
- in 2021 we were delighted to ‘do the double’ winning both awards for the structured products sector: ‘Winner: 

Best Structured Products Provider’ and ‘Winner: Best Structured Products Service’
- and in 2022, the success continued when we ‘did the double’ once again: ‘Winner: Best Structured 

Products Provider’ and ‘Winner: Service Beyond the Call of Duty’. 
- the Investment Life & Pensions Moneyfacts Awards are widely recognised awards, based on a rigorous 

independent judging panel and process, with input from professional advisers
- we are really pleased and appreciative to have been recognised in the awards in 2019, 2020, 2021 and 2022, 

in the first years following the launch of our product suite, in 2018, in both of the structured product categories:
… we hope that our efforts to ‘redefine structured products’, focusing on ‘doing the right things - and doing 

simple well’ and our aim to work closely with professional advisers to advance client-centric, best practice 
use of best of breed structured products will result in further recognition over time …
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 Our ‘Stated terms or better’ pledge is an important part of our aim of ‘doing the right things - and 
doing simple well’:
- all of our structured product plans, structured deposit plans and bespoke plans benefit from our pledge
- the potential returns of our plans will always be at least the level stated in the plan brochures - but under 

our pledge they may be better: the final terms are confirmed following the start date
- our pledge can materially increase the terms of a plan above the terms stated in our plan brochures, for the 

benefit of end-clients
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Important notice

 Structured products are not suitable for everyone - in addition to understanding the USPs of structured 
products, professional advisers also need to understand their risks and limitations:
- structured products present counterparty risk, which needs to be understood and accepted: the potential returns 

of a structured product and the repayment of money invested in a structured product usually depend on the 
financial stability of the issuer and counterparty throughout the investment term

- the level of return a structured product generates may be capped and / or less than the level of return generated 
by direct investment in the stock market or via active or passive funds

- the terms of structured products can predefine what can be expected at maturity and at certain other dates, 
such as potential ‘kick-out’ and early maturity dates: but these terms do not apply during the investment term

- the value of structured products during the investment term may be affected by various factors: while accessing 
an investment is usually possible, during normal market conditions, this is not guaranteed

- past performance is not a reliable indicator of or guide to future performance and should not be relied upon, 
particularly in isolation: the value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up

- capital is at risk and investors could lose some or all of their capital

 The ‘Important risks’ section of our website highlights the key and other risks of structured products:
- www.tempo-sp.com/home/important-risks

 Professional advisers should access and read the relevant plan documents relating to any structured 
product plan of interest, in particular: the plan brochure; ‘if / then …’ summary; plan application pack, 
including, the terms and conditions of the plan; and the issuer’s securities prospectus, final terms sheet 
and key information document (‘KID’), before making a recommendation to their clients
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This document is a financial promotion issued by Tempo Structured Products. 

This document is intended only to be presented to, and used by, FCA authorised persons, including financial advisory firms and wealth managers 
(‘professional advisers’). It is not suitable for, and must not be distributed to, clients or potential clients of any recipient.

No investment, legal, tax recommendation or advice of any type and no suggestion of suitability of any investment for any prospective investor is 
given or implied in this document. The information in this document does not take account of the investment objectives, particular needs or 
financial situation of any client or potential client of any professional adviser to whom this document is distributed. There are risks associated with 
an investment in any structured product. 

This document is for your information only and is not intended as an offer, or recommendation or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any 
investment, security, financial instrument or other specific product, to conclude a transaction, or to provide any investment service or investment 
advice, or to provide any research, investment research or investment recommendation, in any jurisdiction.

By accepting this document you will be taken to have represented, warranted and undertaken that: i) you are a professional adviser (as referred 
to above); ii) you have read, agree to and will comply with the contents of this notice; iii) you will conduct your own analysis or other verification of 
the data set out in this document and will bear the responsibility for all or any costs incurred in doing so; and iv) you are not accessing and 
accepting this document from any jurisdiction other than the United Kingdom, in compliance with all laws and regulations applicable to such 
access and acceptance.

This document and all information herein is provided ‘as is’, ‘as available’ and no representation or warranty of any kind, express, implied or 
statutory, is made by regarding any statement or information herein or in conjunction with this document. Any opinions, market prices, estimates, 
forward looking statements, hypothetical statements, forecast returns or other opinions leading to financial conclusions herein reflect our 
subjective judgment as of the date of this document. Any forward looking information has been prepared on a number of assumptions which may 
prove to be incorrect and, accordingly, actual results may vary. Past performance is no guarantee of future results; nothing herein shall constitute 
any representation, warranty or prediction as to future performance of any issuer. 

Considerable care has been taken to ensure the information in this document is accurate, however no representation or warranty is given as to 
the accuracy or completeness of any information and no reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information or opinions 
contained in this document or on its completeness and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this 
document or its contents otherwise in connection therewith. 
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Tempo Structured Products

338 Euston Road
London NW1 3BG

Adviser line: +44 (0)207 391 4551 
Website: www.tempo-sp.com

Tempo Structured Products is a trading name of Tempo Structured Products Limited, registered in England 
(No 12871910), with its registered office at 338 Euston Road, London NW1 3BG. Tempo Structured Products is 

authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA No 988535). Tempo Structured Products is part of 
the Alpha Real Capital family of companies (‘Alpha’), which benefit from materially common ultimate beneficial ownership. 
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